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Abstract: MIMO-OFDM Technology enables 

better  transmission  rates  and  improves  the          reception

  in  order  to  increase  the  transmission  system output. 

Synchronizing the transmitter with the receiver is a major 

challenge. Poor synchronize causes the losses in a MIMO-

OFDM system of      a lot of information.  In this paper, For 

MIMO - OFDM systems with Nt transmitting antennas and 

Nr receiving antennas, a new timing synchronization 

method is being proposed. The proposed method is based on 

a different transmission antenna to transmit an orthogonal 

CAZAC sequence. Simulations show that good performance 

at low SNR in AWGN and multi-path fade Rayleigh 

channels is provided with the proposed solution that does 

not consider Doppler Effect for current simulations. In 

addition, for MIMO-OFDM systems, this method can also 

be implemented up to 8 to 8. The proposed method is based 

upon the different training sequences transmitted by various 

transmitted antennas to simultaneous antennas for the 

cough and fine timing synchronization. In MIMO-OFDM it 

is crucial to estimate and synchronize the channel 

coefficients. The channel coefficients are calculated 

synchronously with the total frequency of the transmitter 

and the receiver. Thus, the MIMO-OFDM system has 

proposed a robust synchronization method. Here we use 

MATLAB R2010a to build the whole architecture and have 

good synchronous modal results. 

Keyword: MIMO-OFDM, Synchronization, CAZAC 

sequences. 

1. Introduction: 

                       MIMO-OFDM is the dominant 

broadband 4G and 5G air interface.  It combines multi-entry 

multiple-output (MIMO) technology, which increases 

capacities by transmitting various signals via multiple 

antennas, and the multiplexing of orthogonal frequency-

division (OFDM), which divides a radio channel into a large 

number of closely spaced sub-channels for greater reliability   

in high speed communications. MIMO-OFDM is the basics 

for most advanced wireless networks and highest spectral 

efficiency in mobile broadband networks (Wireless LANs) 

and therefore offers the highest data capacity and data 

performance. 

      Different data streams could be sent via various paths for 

multiple antennas and data precoding. Raleigh suggested and 

proved later in this paper, that it would be most manageable  

to process the required processing at higher speeds with 

OFDM modulation, because OFDM converts a number of 

parallel lower speed channels in a high speed data channel.. 

"MIMO" refers not only presence of multiple transmitting 

antennas(multiple inputs) multiple receiving antennas  

 

(multiple outputs) and to use of several antennas,  beam 

forming, and multiple receive antennas can be used 

for diversity , the word "MIMO" refers to the simultaneous 

transmission  multiple signals (spatial multiplexing) to 

multiply spectral efficiency (capacity). 

2. Literature Review 

2.1Mobile Radio Propagation Channel characteristics: The 

transmitted signal will pass through the channel in ideal radio 

channel and go to the the     receiver. The signal is 

demodulated on the receiver side with the demodulation 

algorithm and the original signal is perfectly represented. 

However, this is not true in real channel as certain 

nonidealities fade in the signal received. The received signal 

consists of a combination of the transmitted signal reflected, 

attenuated, diffracted and refracted. 

         The commonly used Rayleigh distribution for statistic 

time variation of the nature of the signal power received  

described the probability of receiving the signal level due to 

the decay.  Signal level probability due to distribution of 

Rayleigh when broad band width or spread signal is 

transmitted as in CDMA, any drop in spectrum only reduces 

signal power rather than loss. This is a frequently observed 

phenomenon which increases the sound of a travelling 

vehicles when it approaches the observer and decreases as it 

leaves the observer. The extent to which Doppler Effect 

changes frequency depends on the relative movement between 

the receiver and source on the wave spread speed. Interference 

of the symbols caused by delay is spreading to the message 

received. As the transmitted bit rate is increased amount of 

Inter Symbol Interference also increases. When a delay spread 

is more than ~50% of the bit time, the effect begins to be very 

significant. 

2.2The Principles of OFDM: Multiplexing orthogonal 

frequency (OFDM) divides the band width in to multiple 

carriers, each of which is modulated by a low speed data 

stream. In terms of multiple access technologies, OFDM is 

similar to FDMA by dividing the available band width in to 

multiple channels and then assigning it to users. Whatever you 

want in fact, multiple access methods are different.   

2.3 Definition of Orthogonality: Two periodic signals 

are orthogonal when the integral of their product, over one 

period, is equal to zero. This applies to certain sinusoids, as 

demonstrated in equation1, because each carrier of a OFDM 

has a multiple frequency, they are sinusoidal sinus. 

 2.4 Advantage and Disadvantage of OFDM:   It is 
allowing overlap of carriers it uses the spectrum very 

efficiently. By dividing the channel into narrow band flat 

fading sub channels, OFDM is more resistant to frequency 
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selective fading than the single carrier system. Eliminates ISI 

and ICI with the use of guard interval via  cyclic prefix. In 

conjunction with differential modulation there is no need to 

implement a channel estimator. It is less sensitive to sample 

timing offset than the single carrier system.  

2.5 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA): The 

technique of the OFDM, it might strikes the readers mind that 

the techniques of multiple access also existed previously. So 

why they have been submitted for the OFDM. Code division 

multiple access (CDMA) is a spread spectrum technique that 

does not use frequency channels or time slots. With the 

CDMA technique, the narrow band message is multiplied by a 

large band width signal a pseudo random noise code.  

 2.5.1: CDMA Process Gain: the idea for the process 

gain is one of the most important concepts to understand the 

spread spectrum techniques. A system’s process is an 

indicator of the noise improvement signal shown by a 

spectrum distribution system in which the signal is transmitted 

and distended. 

3. Existing Methodolgy : The 2X2 MIMO system with 

STBC encoder is in the MIMO  

OFDM.   

  Figure 1: Existed Method for MIMO-OFDM System 

             This block consists mainly of IFFT block which 

transforms the data input quickly and inversely. 

Mathematically, the IFFT operation is the same as the OFDM. 

Therefore, it can be said that this is the block used by OFDM. 

The data stream must be formatted so the total number of 

input samples is a power of 2 as required by the IFFT block 

before feeding the data samples into the IFFT block. To do 

this, you use a multi-port selector block to select the rows and 

then you add unit data samples to maintain consistency and 

you then get the data vertically, in which number of input 

samples are a low. 

 3.1 OFDM Demodulator 

This operation is basically opposite to the OFDM modulator 

block. The operation is done by this block. Initially the cyclic 

prefix will be removed using a cyclic prefix block, then the 

FFT block will be used to identify the fast fourth data 

transformation. Using the select rows block again, the pilot 

samples will be removed and the exact data samples will be 

exhibited.           

The multiplexer preamble is used to estimate the data for 

which the transmitter1 selects the recipient data. The effect of 

the White Gaussian Noise Adaptive (AWGN) for the 

performance of OFDM signal: the effect of the AWGN for the 

performance of the four modulation technologies BPSC, 

QPSK, 16PSK and 64-PSK for Additive White Gaussian 

Noise (AWGN). The above figure shows a BER of 10-3, an 

OFDM system requires at least 11dB of SNR, a modulation 

with a QPSK of the OFDM system at least 14dB, a 16-psk 

modelling system with an OFDM system with a minimum 

SNR around 25dB and a 64-psk modulation system with an 

OFDM system which needs at least SNR around 36 Since the 

OFDM technique does not have the effect of AWGN, it can 

also be analysed and that the performance of OFDM is 

therefore similar to the digital transmission of BPSK, QPSK, 

16PSK and 64-PSK. Synchronization algorithm 124, that 

carries out time synchronization on the basis of the time-data 

provided in the Standard Wave and generates initial timing 

information, and a first communicator unit 126 which 

transmits the network test application, the first timing 

information to the second Network Testing Unit 130. The 

second network testing device 130 can include a second A 

second synchronization unit 134, which syncs time on the 

basis of the timing information included in the Standard 

Waves and provides the second timing and timing 

information, as well as a Second communications unit 136, 

which transmits network test response and the second timing 

information to the first Network Testing Unit 130 when 

receiving the Radios wave Standard Wave, This block has 

OFDM demodulator operations, but this block is 

fundamentally opposite to the OFDM demodulator operations 

performed by this block. First, by removing the cyclic prefix 

block, then using the FFT block, the fast Fourier data 

transformation will be found. The Fourier data samples are 

removed. Finally, a block of rows is used again to remove the 

added samples from the pilot and to produce exact samples. 

This data is sent to the recipient. 

4. Proposed Methodology: 

The time synchronization method suggested in order to reduce 

the execution time, synchronization is performed by one step. 

At the beginning of each OFDM frame, the synchronization 

preamble is based on the same length as a symbol for an 

OFDM. The main characteristic of the synchronization 

preamble is to have good autocorrelation and cross-correlation 

properties in order to detect a correlation peak as closed as 

possible to a Dirac pulse. In order to avoid interference 

between the preamble in simultaneous transmissions in 

MIMO systems, on the other hand, the synchronization 

preambles should be orthogonal. Several types of preamble 

have been proposed for constant amplitude. Null Self - 

Correlation Sequences (CAZAC). The 64-bit data framework 

is used as input here. 

                 A constant zero automobile correlation sequence 

(CAZAC) is used in the transmitter system complexity due to 

Rayleigh deterioration of the MIMO system. By the M-

correlator module, delay is reduced. We use modified 

correlator here. The character of the OFDM-MIMO channel is 
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proposed. These sequences have a constant amplitude and 

excellent correlation features. 

  Enhance the MIMO-OFDM system synchronization 

method quickly and complexly.To increase the 

correct time acquisition probability. 

 Enhance the MIMO-OFDM system synchronization 

method quickly and complexly. 
 The current trend in mobile communication systems 

is to integrate new data-intensive applications such as 

this. Video streaming in high definition, intelligent 

health monitoring, the Internet of Things (IOT) and 

other multimedia services that increase the data rate. 
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Figure2: Proposed Method for MIMO-OFDM System Using 

CAZAC. 

         For MIMO-OFDM systems, we offer a robust timing 

and frequency synchronization scheme. The proposed 

technique achieves synchronization under non-coherent 

detection by using a preamble of two identical parts and 

proceeding in two stages. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic Diagram Of Proposed Preambles 

 
Figure 4. Normalized Auto-Correlation Of CAZAC Sequence 

With Length LP = 128 For The Prime Number (A) M  = 

2, (B) M  = 53 (C) M = 127. 

 

 
Figure 5. Proposed preamble structure using only CAZAC 

sequence. 

 

4.1. PROPOSED METHOD FOR CORRELATOR: 

To maintain constant amplitude zero auto correlation 

(CAZAC), we use preamble correlators. The demodulation of 

the received data is performed on the receiver side using the 

BPSK demodulator and converted to a bipolar form. This data 

signal is subsequently multiplied by the same pseudorandom 

noise code used on the receiver side 

 

        Figure 6. Proposed Method for Correlator 

  The integrate and dump block creates a commutative sum of 

the discrete-time input signal and resets the sum to zero in 

accordance with a fixed schedule. The block dismisses the 

number of samples specified in the offset parameter when the 

simulation begins. The block sums the input signal along 
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columns after this initial period and resets the sum to zero for 

each N input sample, where N is the parameter value of the 

integration period. The reset takes place after the block 

produces its output at that stage. Integration and dumping is 

often used in a receiver model when the transmitter of the 

system uses a simple square pulse model that we discuss the 

results obtained from the simulator. Mainly BPSK, QPSK, 16-

PSK, and 64-PSK modulation techniques have been employed 

to detect a compromise between system capacity and system 

robustness. The minimum BER for voice transmission 

systems is used for determining the minimum performance of 

the OFDM system. In order to improve reading, the analysis 

was done by observing the result of the simulation and 

tabulating the results. In addition to the results of the DS-

CDMA system, the OFDM and CDMA are also available for 

comparison. 

5. Simulation Results                                  

parameter Values 
FFT/IFFT length N=1024 
Cyclic prefix length 32 
Channel type Multi-path Rayleigh and 

AWGN 
Number of 
synchronization 

symbol 

6 

Modulation Technique 6 Bpsk 
Number of channel  
multipath 
between different antenna   

6 

BER 0.0123 

SNR 10 dB 

percentage 100 

The power of each 

multi-path 
 

[0.8111 0.1532 0.0289 
0.0055 
0.001 0.0002] 

 Table1.SimulationResult     

 

Fig 4: Signal Band Pass Transmission Of Ber Vs. Temp 

Graph 

 

Fig 5: Probability Of Bit Error Rate Vs. SNR Graph. 

 

Fig 6: Probability Of Bit Error Rate Vs. Snr Graph  

 

Fig 7: Evalution Of  SNR Threshold.  
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Fig 8: Probability Of Timing Synchronization Of Preamble 

Length LP=64 Vs. SNR  Graph. 

 

Fig 9: Probability of Timing Synchronization Vs. SNR Graph 

 

Fig 10: Probability Of Timing Synchronization By Using 

Cazac Vs. SNR 

 

Fig 10:bit error rate vs. SNR graph                                      

The orthogonal préambule is simply a CAZAC sequence 

where the primary number is carefully selected for a function 

of auto-correlation as close as possible to a Dirac function in 

the sequence equation. With a 1 acquisition probability for 

SNR > −20 dB and 1024 preamble length the proposed 

method has demonstrated satisfactory performance while 

significantly reducing calculational complexity and execution 

time relative to the solution presented.  

6. Conclusion And Future                                           

Scope:  

This paper proposes a robust MIMO-OFDM synchronization 

method. The proposed method aims to detect the timing start 

of the OFDM frame by correlating the received signal at both 

antenna with local orthogonal preambles and combining them 

in order to increase the correct time acquisition probability. 

comparable to CDM in different single and multicell 

environments. In principle, the project concentrated on ofdm 

and the study of its performances on the mobile radio channel, 

which involved specific modulation techniques irrespective of 

the types of data transmitted such as BPSK and QPSK. Mobil 

radio channel will play an important role in today's and future 

wireless communication. multicell environments. In principle, 

the project concentrated on ofdm and the study of its 

performances on the mobile radio channel, which involved 

specific modulation techniques irrespective of the types of 

data transmitted such as BPSK and QPSK. Mobil radio 

channel will play an important role in today's and future 

wireless communication. 
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